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Team Announcements: 

We are off to a flying start! It 

was great to meet everyone at 

our Open House on September 

20th! Our monthly newsletters 

will keep you informed about 

what we are learning and 

important dates. 

Important Oct. Dates:
Oct. 8 – Columbus Day – No School

Oct. 18 – Early Release 

Oct. 19 – Progress Reports go home 

Fifth Grade Blue 

Team

Reading/ ELA: 
We are reading “Esperanza Rising” by Pam 
Munoz Ryan. We are working on: 
- Vocabulary 
- Comprehension
- Grammar: metaphors, Greek and Latin 

roots, subjects/predicates, etc.
- Exploring the connection to human rights
Wordly Wise or Grammar homework is M-Th
with a quiz on Friday. 

Please check out information attached for more info on team 

expectations, a notice from math class, and tips for successful 

studying. 

We are currently studying the colonization of North America using our textbook, 
Building A Nation, by Scott-Foresman. Students can expect a test on Chapter 5 
including vocabulary as well as two essay questions. A study guide will be given 
out in order to prepare students for taking the test. Students will be                    
working on a poster advertising their choice of colony region.

Social 
Studies

What Are We Up to This Month?

Math: 
This month we will continue working with 
place value and begin to add and subtract           

decimals. Please see following 
pages in regards to new homework 
format.

Science: 
Students are learning about matter 
and properties of matter. We will be 
starting work on conservation of mass
and physical and chemical changes 
in the coming weeks.
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Grade 5 Math Notice

Dear Parents/Guardians,

We are excited to implement a new homework design. Rather than practicing the 

current skill we are learning at school, students will be solving problems that spiral 

back to skills they have previously learned. For example, they will solve problems 

from fourth grade standards that they learned last year and fifth grade standards 

that have been previously taught this year. After we learn a new skill, it will be 

added into this spiral review. This way students are continuing to practice and 

build on these skills throughout the year. Students will be able to use any past 

notes or reference sheets in their binders to help them. Students will practice the 

same skills throughout the week so that they can also use the previous nights 

homework to help them. Research shows that a spiraling curriculum leads to 

better long-term mastery of facts, skills, and concepts. We have seen success 

with this model in the upper grades and are excited to use it in grade 5. 

Thank you,

Fifth Grade Math Team
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Grade 5 Blue Team - Routines and Expectations:

For the Beginning of the Day: 
•Homeroom Time: 

• Sharpen pencils - enough for the day

• Use the bathroom

• Attendance (Move your stick in Miss Hall’s room)

• Make sure you have a silent reading book with you 

• Pass in any notes from home

• Listen quietly to announcements

For Locker Time: 
•You may go to your locker: 

• Morning - get things for before lunch classes

• Before Lunch

• After Lunch

• End of the day 

For Time in the Hallways: 
•Walking on the right side of the hallway and stairs

•Quiet in the hallways

For In-Class Time: 
•Complete Do Now

•Raise Hands

•Stay in seat 

•Follow homework procedures

For the End of the Day: 
•Stack Chairs when you hear your bus called

•Listen to announcements

•Class Jobs

•In seat by the time they call buses

•Make sure you have all homework 

Expected Behavior:
•Treat every student and teacher with respect

•Use kind words and make kind gestures 

•Use your words and avoid physical situations 

•If you are having a problem you can’t work out yourself, let a teacher know

•Wait your turn to speak and be courteous to others ideas
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Spelling Quiz
•Have someone quiz you 
•Repeat the sounds in your 
head
•Spell the word out loud
•Write the word multiple 
times
•Repeat the spelling of the 
word in your head 
•Study every night

Vocab Quiz/Test
•Make flash cards

• Read definition and 
guess word

• Read word and 
guess definition

• Make piles of cards 
you do and don’t 
know and keep 
studying the don’t 
know pile

• Have someone quiz 
you

•Use Quizlet
•Read over the words and 
test yourself
•Study every night 

Math Quiz/Test
•Practice your multiplication 
facts
•Ask for extra worksheets
•Look over classwork and HW
•Study with a friend
•Make up your own problems 
to solve and have someone 
check your work
•Study a little bit every night

Open Response
•Bring book home and 
reread chapters
•Use Quizlet
•Lookup study guide 
questions
•Lookup topic or find quiz on 
the internet
•Explain the information to 
someone else
•Practice writing an open 
response
•Study a little every night

How Do We Study?
Remember: Spread out your studying over multiple days. 


